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Foreword

World Hunger is on the rise yet an estimated ⅓ of the produced food is wasted globally.

This report sheds light on the urgent need to increase global awareness of the magnitude

of the impacts of food loss and wastage and elaborates on the KAILASA’s key responses

and policies towards the food waste. The United Nations Sustainable Development Goal

12.3 aims to reduce the per capita global food waste and reduce food losses along

production and supply chains, including post-harvest losses by 2030. However, due to

the unpredictable circumstances of the Covid-19 pandemic, the sustainable development

goals of reduction of food loss and waste by 2030 seem uncertain, unless immediate

action is taken.

Hindu Food Policy devised during the reign of Devi Meenakshi & Iraiyanar

Sundereshwara (2800 BCE), had efficient food supply management such that surplus

food was distributed those in need as stated in the Taittiriya Upanishad, BhrriguvallI,

Chapter 9, Navamo Anuvaka Verse 1 & Chapter 7 Saptamo:

अ�न ंबहु कुव�त। त� �तम ्

annaṁ bahu kurvīta  | tadvratam ।9.1

अ�नम ्न �न��यā्त ्। त��तम ्
annaṁ na nindyāt  | tadvratam ।7.11

Let us create and share food. Let all hungry stomachs be fulfilled with food. Let us

not waste food. No place you can drop food where there is no hunger (either outside or

inside). That is being authentic with food.”

These successful food management were brutally destroyed by the anti Hindu forces

through strategic mismanagement of the food supply chain by exporting enormous

volumes of food outside of India without feeding the indigenous Hindu community. In

1771, a violent fabricated a merciless artificially induced famine that decimated around

ten million Hindus and inhabitants of West Bengal. The famine wiped out one-third of

Bengal's population. In 1943, as many as 3 million Hindus were deliberately starved to

death, others resorted to eating grass and human flesh to survive. Every day thousands

of emaciated dead bodies had to be removed from the streets of Bengal. It is the shared

responsibility of all Hindus to ensure that the horrors of the Bengal Famine can never be

repeated again. Today there is adequate food produced to satiate and nourish every man,

woman and child on this planet yet over 800 million people suffer from extreme hunger

every day, simultaneously over $1 trillion of food is lost or wasted each year. Henceforth,
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KAILASA is reviving the ancient food systems structured for sustainability and

proliferation of the policy of ‘No hungry Stomach’ and “Zero food waste policy’.

“Stop the food waste. For the People. For the planet” calls for urgent collective

action, for if we do not act now, it will be too late, for the people and the planet.

KAILASA in collaboration with the international humanitarian agency Green OM & Red

OM has taken the responsibility to educate one and all on the urgent requirement of

efficient management of global food systems on the International Day of Awareness of

Food Loss and Waste - 2021 through a number of initiatives. KAILASA upholds to

develop and enhance integrated approaches towards sustainable development practices.

Prevalence - The Irony of Hunger.

“The State of Food Security and Nutrition in the World 2021” reports that approximately

2.37 billion had no access to adequate food in the past year which is a jump of 320

million more people in just one year. This equation of insufficient food, growing

population and hard-to-reach access to edible supplies has affected in creating a

sustainable and equitable world. 3 billion people have been kept out of the reach of

healthy, and nutritious diets due to the persistently high levels of poverty, income

inequality and high cost of these healthy diets. Conversely, tons of edible food are lost or

wasted every day. More than 850 million hungry people can be fed if ¼ of the food

currently wasted globally could be saved. A “War on Waste” must be waged in order to
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bridge the gap between hunger and food loss wastage. Food processing industries,

households, and the hospitality sector must understand that today’s wastage will amount

to tomorrow’s shortage. Food Waste further takes a negative toll on the economy, food

security and nutrition.

At the global level, in high-income regions, volumes of lost and wasted food are higher in

downstream phases of the food chain due to overconsumption and overproduction

accounting for 46% of the global food waste, whereas in low-income regions where more

food is lost and wasted in upstream phases of food supply due to unsustainable

agriculture and storage practices accounting to 54% of the global food waste. Food

wastage is further linked to factors linked to weather, climate and soil, water availability,

extreme weather events and natural disasters. 70% of palatable water is for agriculture

and livestock farming. Moreover, animals are force-fed large quantities of grain to meet

the increasing demand for meat-based products.
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If global demand for animal products increases, the competition for grain between

affluent meat-eaters and the world’s poor will become inevitable because continued

growth in meat output is dependent on feeding grains to animals.

These unprecedented times of the COVID-19 Pandemic, have disrupted the food supply

chain further exacerbating the situation of loss and wastage of food due to the untimely

lockdowns and travel restrictions. In the past year we are reminded that if we don’t act

simultaneously and rapidly, the rate of global food wastage will continue to increase,

negatively impacting the life of humanity & planet earth. Therefore, it is time to feed

people, not landfills by prioritizing the development of policy and infrastructure to

reduce food waste and implementing sustainable agricultural practices.
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ZERO WASTAGE POLICY INITIATIVES OF KAILASA

The very fabric of Hinduism personifies the earth as Bhumi Devi emphasizing the

significance of preserving and worshipping nature and its exquisite resource. Atharva

Veda, Bhoomi Shuktam, verse 13.3 states urges human beings to explore their inner

infinite possibilities rather than exploiting the vastness of Mother Earth,

सा नो भ�ूमव�ध�य�वध�माना ॥१३.३॥

ṣā ṇo Bhūmir-Vardhayad-Vardhamānā ॥13.3॥

May the Expansion (Expanding Space) provided by the Earth,

expand (our inner selves also).

In the ancient Vedic Era, natural resources were not scarce and the capacity of nature to

heal itself was much more than the harm inflicted on nature by human activity.

Therefore the Vedic Rishis and Munis implemented unique methodologies, as revealed

by Paramashiva, to reuse, reduce and recycle in order to create a “Zero Wastage”

ecosystem, working toward the goal of sustainable development.

Understanding the dire consequences of Food Loss and Waste, KAILASA under the

guidance of the SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam, is tirelessly working to revive the

ideal, efficient, sustainable ecosystem envisioned by the Vedic Sages, to “Stop the food

waste. For the People. For the planet” in accordance with the Ved-āgamas for the

last 26 years. Keeping the principle stated in the Taittiriya Upanishad,“Annam Bahu

Kurvita, in the forefront, KAILASA in collaboration with its international humanitarian

agencies - Red OM & Green OM, ShriKailasa Uniting Nations for Zero-Waste

Production, ShriKailasa Uniting Nations for Ethical Environmentalism, ShriKailasa

Uniting Nations for Energy and Natural Resources, ShriKailasa Uniting Nations for

Endangered Life on Earth, ShriKailasa Uniting Nations Against Deforestation and

ShriKailasa Uniting Nations for Vegetarianism and Climate Change operates as a

worldwide “Zero Wastage” movement in about 196 countries around the globe

empowering communities adhere to the Sustainable development goals as described in

the Ved-Agamas.
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1) Zero Wastage Policy in Annadhan (KAILASA’s Food Banks)

KAILASA’s multifarious efforts of eradicating world hunger have been

consolidated under an international humanitarian agency named - RED OM. RED

OM, with a steadfast goal of “No Hungry Stomach”, has deployed thousands of

trained religious peacekeepers worldwide and using Vedagamic methods and

techniques to nourish communities by adopting and implementing the “Zero

Wastage Annadhan” as means of bridging the gap between Food waste and Food

Insecurity.

In Arunachala Sarvajnapeetam, Enlightenment Ecosystem at Tiruvannamalai

over 5 tons of consecrated, sattvik, organic, vegetarian food are distributed with

zero waste, catering to lakhs of individuals circumambulating, the sacred hill

every month. Under the personal supervision and guidance of The SPH

Nithyananda Paramashiva, the peacekeepers of KAILASA use efficient, productive

methodologies to ensure that each individual is catered to, simultaneously

ensuring excess food is reused or distributed. Despite the challenging times of the

Covid-19 Pandemic. Arunachala Sarvjnapeetham continued their unbroken

service of Annadhan on a quotidian basis to the monks (aesthetics) and the

citizens of Thiruvanamalai, ensuring the “Zero Wastage” policy.
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The trained peacekeepers caters to thousands of people per day ensuring the

“Zero Wastage” policy is maintained

2) Reuse Food Waste in Agriculture

The inevitable food wastage can be used as a natural fertilizer for the Plant

biodiversity for accelerating its evolution process through the right channelling of

the wastage contributing to providing the salient requisites for the normalised

functioning of a holistic ecosystem that protects watersheds, mitigates erosion,

moderates climate, and provides shelter for animals and reduced global warming.

Efficient allocation of resources is critical for the harmonious coexistence of all

beings on planet earth.

In the ancient hindu civilization, meticulous structured methodologies were used

where all the resources were recycled and reused in multiple spheres that served a

tailored purpose to that field. For instance, excess boiled rice were dried under the

sun and stored for years for further use, the remnants of vegetable and fruits were

used as natural fertilizers, Ayurvedic medical preparations etc. The food prepared

by people was always offered to the temples in the vicinity and then consumed,

this way the people of the civilization pay their obeisance to the divine. The cycle
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of enlightened based civilization assured zero wastage of resources let alone food

due to the complete self-sustaining system for all the fundamental needs, which

made the concept of dependency redundant.

KAILASA has revived and established the practice of sustainable agriculture,

combining the urban and rural way of life as means of reduction in post harvest

crop loss. Adhering to the principle stated in Bhagavad Gita Ch 3, verse 12

इ�टा�भोगाि�ह वो देवा दा�य�त ेय�भा�वताः ।तदै��ान�दाय�ैयो यो भ�ु�त े�तने एव सः ॥
३-१२॥

iṣṭānbhogān hi vo devā dāsyante yajñabhāvitāḥ
tairdattānapradāyaibhyo yo bhuṅkte stena eva saḥ  ॥3.12 ॥

Satisfied with the selfless enriching service, the celestial beings certainly award

you the desired necessities of life. He  who enjoys the things given by them

without offering to the celestial beings is certainly a thief

Post harvest, the fresh organic produce is cooked and offered to the deities as

Naivedyam before instant distribution, reducing the rate of  food loss
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The harvested fruits and vegetables are thus offered to the divine, before the

consecrated food is distributed among the community. This self-sustained system

provides a “Zero Wastage” post harvest solution as crop loss post harvest accounts

for over 56% of food wastage in the world. Therefore KAILASA is reviving the

ancient enlightened self sustained ecosystem to stop the food waste For the

people. For the Planet.

3) Reuse Policy For the Animals

In Hindu villages, surplus food cooked in the household is distributed among all

animals in the locality. Whatever we eat, the remaining food is given to them.

Over 17% of the global food wastage comes from households and globally, wasted

food accounts for about 8 percent of all greenhouse gas emissions In today’s

world, human beings allocate more resources in producing quality pet food, when

converting food waste into animal feed is one of the most sustainable practice

compared to the environmental and health impacts of different technologies for

food waste processing, including anaerobic digestion and composting in the

landfills.

The SPH Nithayananda Paramashivam has revived the Nandi Sarvajnapeetam

hosting all the beings of the world. KAILASA hosts numerous animals in Nandi

Sarvajnapeetam globally. Each ecosystem built with the steadfast goal of “Zero

Wastage” donates surplus food to the Nandi Sarvajnapeetam, where in return the

organic, sattvik, vegetarian, nutritious food is fed to the animals, reducing the

carbon footprint. For the People. For the Planet.
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The animals housed in the Nandi Sarvajnapeetam savour organic, sattvik meals in

KAILASA, ensuring the “Zero Wastage” policy
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Rice Paddy Thoranam ( archways} on the pillars and Poles of the KAILASA’s

Courtyard at Adikailasa Nithyananda Sarvajnapeetham to feed various birds such as

sparrows, parrots etc.
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Through KAILASA, The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam  personally established the Zero-Wastage,

Self Sustained Enlightened Ecosystems
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4. Rainwater Harvesting Initiative

KAILASA Department of Agriculture has constructed a structure channeling the rain

water through rain water harvesting initiative from various areas such as garden,

pathways etc towards the Nithyananda Goshala for the animals to consume the water. In

KAILASA’s ecosystems, the SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam has envisioned that even

the nutrient rich water that is used to wash vegetables is made consumable to cows of

Nithyananda Goshala.

The Trained religious peacekeepers of KAILASA created pathways for harvesting rainwater.
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4. “Be Food Free” Initiative

The innate intelligence to reawaken the infinite possibilities of surviving on the energy

absorbed through Prana,(which west know as breatharianism} is Nirahara Samyama, an

ancient Hindu lifestyle for longevity. Human beings of today, unconsciously live an

adulterated life, ingesting chemicals and disrupting the harmonious balance of nature.

The misinterpretation of “Greed” for “Need” has had destructive impacts on humanity

and on nature as a whole. Famines, starvation and malnutrition as the inevitable results

of wastage of food. The Science of Living beyond food opens up dimensions for humanity

to lessen their focus on food and food-related addictions. Although modern science

insists upon the consumption of external nutrients for nourishment and healthy living,

the primordial Hindu

divinity Paramashiva

sets an example of

uniting the individual

consciousness with

the cosmic

consciousness and

directly procuring the

required nutrition

from the source itself.

Hinduism glorifies

the layers of benefits

that can result from

the integrated practice of Nirahara Samyama (Being Food Free) such as Anti-Ageing and

manifestation of Yogic Powers. Nirahara Samyama is not an attempt to urge

impoverished human beings to adapt to the pangs of hunger, rather it is a potent revival

of Vedic sciences to awaken humanity to rediscover the body's possibilities without

having any external input like food or water awakening and rekindling the power of the

bio-memory to produce energy and food directly from the air, water and space

Nirahara Samyama is a panacea for all food-related disorders including malnutrition,

losing unhealthy weight and building a healthy body. Therefore Nirahara Samyama is a

Vedic solution described in the Veda-Agamas to combat the issue of limitless greed

creating a void in the resources required to fulfil the basic needs of necessitous

individuals. KAILASA has further categorized the levels of food based on their ability to

influence the bio-memory, designing a structural practice fabricated to make humanity

realise their ultimate divine identity - Paramashiva
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KAILASA extols the practice of Nirahara Samyama and has empowered

thousands across the world to adopt the lifestyle of Nirahara Samyama.

KAILASA’s BFoodFree® is reviving to the world the greater science of living; by

attaining wholesome and uncompromised nourishment and more through

abstaining from solid food.

NIRAHARA SAMYAMA DRIVES
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Participants from around the

world, exploring the Science of

Nirahara Samyama
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4) “Go Vegetarian” Initiative

Hindu communities have the lowest gas co2 emissions because we don’t raise

animals for meat. The largest number of vegetarians are Hindus in the world

resulting in a much lower carbon footprint. Evidence-based research explains the

wrongful allocation of resources in forcibly “fattening” livestock, in order to meet

the ever-growing demand for meat are a key contributor to the rise in world

hunger. Therefore, KAILASA practices the lifestyle of vegetarianism as described

in the Ved-Agamas by initiating masses into a vegetarian lifestyle through the

Vishesha Deeksha.

Understanding food wastage equated to over feeding animals for achieving the

meat demands of the world, are substantially depriving food and its mandatory

nutrients for basic survival from underdeveloped countries. Targeting the crux

of this matter, KAILASA conducted its first ever Voting between Vegetarianism

and consumption of meat, following the responsible democracy, KAILASA

provided scientific data for educating all citizens before casting their vote.
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On the 14th of November, 2020, The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam, declared that all

Hindus will drop non-vegetarian food once and for all. KAILASA therefore, abiding to

the Vegetarianism act, continues to provide initiations through digital medium into the

vegetarian lifestyle for the whole of humanity.

The SPH Nithyananda Paramashivam, declaring the Vegetarianism Act, based on the authentic votes of

all initiated Hindus on the auspicious day of Deepavali - 2020
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KAILASA extends the Vegetarianism Act even among the animals living in the de

facto embassies. KAILASA forbids the entry of pets that indulge in the violent act

of consuming Non Vegetarian foods. Animals in Hindu Villages are raised with

Vegetarian diets and live a longer span compared to pets that consume

chemicalized pet foods. It is impossible to love and feed an animal at the expense

of the life of the other animal. Human Civilisation is the greatest happening in the

whole cosmos, we, as humans, shoulder the responsibility of protecting each other

and all the living creatures on planet earth. We must protect, not exploit. Forcing

feeding animals to decorate plates and deprive one part of humanity their right to

live by wasting resources to fuel selfish desires will divest the next generation

from a peaceful future.

Citizens of KAILASA are nourished with sattvik, organic, pure vegetarian diet

in all the de facto embassies of KAILASA
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